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Abstract 11	
This report represents Deliverable 1 of the Canadian Sea Ice and Snow Evolution (CanSISE) Network, 12	
which is a multi-year research project on seasonal snow cover, sea ice, and related climate processes 13	
involving a network collaboration between academic and Environment and Climate Change Canada 14	
(ECCC) scientists. The purpose of this report is to assess the capability of the Canadian Seasonal to 15	
Interannual Prediction System (CanSIPS) and the Canadian Earth System Model 2 (CanESM2) to 16	
simulate and predict snow and sea ice from seasonal to multi-decadal timescales, with a focus on the 17	
Canadian sector. This analysis takes place in the context of observational uncertainty, internal climate 18	
variability, and available output from international Earth System Models. The report highlights the 19	
application of multi-source observational datasets and model simulation sets created in the collaboration 20	
between the CanSISE Network and ECCC. 21	
 22	
It is found that the quality of the CanESM2 simulation of snow-related climate parameters, such as cold-23	
region temperature and precipitation, lies well within the range of currently available international 24	
models. Accounting for the considerable disagreement among satellite-era observational datasets on the 25	
distribution of snow water equivalent, CanESM2 has too much snow cover and an unrealistic spatial 26	
distribution of SWE in the spring over the Canadian land mass and has too much springtime snow over 27	
the Northern Hemisphere as a whole. CanESM2 exhibits springtime retreat of snow in the satellite era 28	
that is generally greater than observational estimates. Sea ice is biased low in the Canadian arctic and 29	
subarctic, and the amount of snow on floating wintertime sea ice is probably also biased low, although 30	
observational estimates of snow on sea ice are uncertain. The report discusses tradeoffs in having a 31	
model system that is sufficiently computationally inexpensive to afford operational seasonal prediction 32	
and multiple realizations under different forcings, but of high enough resolution to capture key 33	
geographical features for simulating snow and sea ice. Improvements in climate prediction systems like 34	
CanSIPS relies not just on simulation quality but on being able to take advantage of novel observational 35	
constraints and being able to transfer research to an operational setting. Research results from CanSISE 36	
suggest potential improvements in seasonal forecasting practice using CanSIPS, including the impact of 37	
accurate initialization of the state of snow and frozen soil, properly accounting for observational 38	
uncertainty in forecast verification, and operational implementation of sea ice thickness initialization 39	
using statistical predictors available in real time. The report concludes with several recommendations 40	
and areas of interest for future collaborative research in these areas. 41	
 42	
Introduction 43	
 Sea ice and seasonally varying snow cover represent an integral part of Canada’s cultural identity, 44	
history, and economy. Snow and sea ice within and outside Canada’s territorial boundaries also exert an 45	
enormous influence on the earth system, ranging from local interactions with winds and temperatures in 46	
the Arctic and snow covered regions, to long-range interactions with weather systems and ocean 47	
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circulation, to global-scale influences on the Earth’s energy balance. Water resources, terrestrial and 48	
marine ecosystems, northern infrastructure and northern economic development are also strongly 49	
affected by seasonal snow cover and sea ice. In recent decades, dramatic changes in Canada’s snow 50	
cover and sea ice have been witnessed and documented (Derksen et al. 2012, Najafi et al. 2015), and 51	
there is an ever more urgent need to better understand and predict these fields for the coming seasons, 52	
years and decades. To address this need, Canada has over the last several decades been a key player in 53	
the world-wide effort to better observe and model snow, sea ice, and related cryospheric and climate 54	
parameters. This effort includes Canadian contributions to the International Polar Year (Kulkarni et al., 55	
2012), development of leading earth system models and prediction systems (Merryfield et al., 2013a; 56	
Sigmond et al., 2013), and participation in ongoing field and remote sensing efforts (for example King et 57	
al., 2015). 58	
 As part of Canada’s larger efforts in snow and sea ice research, the Canadian Sea Ice and Snow 59	
Evolution (CanSISE) Network has been leading Canadian research on seasonal and longer timescale 60	
prediction of terrestrial snow, sea ice cover, and related climate variability using state of the art 61	
Canadian earth system models combined with the development of new observational capabilities. 62	
(Technical terms and acronyms introduced in boldface are compiled in a glossary and list of acronyms at 63	
the end of this report.) The CanSISE Network was funded for five years starting in 2013 as a partnership 64	
between several Canadian Universities (Toronto, British Columbia, Guelph, McGill, Northern British 65	
Columbia, Victoria, and Waterloo); Environment and Climate Change Canada [ECCC; research groups 66	
include the Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis (CCCma) and  the Climate Processes 67	
Section, both in the Climate Research Division; and the Canadian Ice Service (CIS)], and the Pacific 68	
Climate Impacts Consortium (PCIC). It is supported primarily under the Climate Change and 69	
Atmospheric Research Initiative (CCAR) of the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of 70	
Canada (NSERC). Additional in-kind support for the CanSISE Network has been provided by ECCC, 71	
the University of Toronto, and PCIC. 72	
 The CanSISE Network leverages Canada’s significant investments in observational data and in earth 73	
system models and climate prediction systems in the areas of snow, sea ice, and related climate 74	
variability.  The CanSISE Network aims to advance Canada’s technical capacity and scientific expertise 75	
in three research areas: A) prediction of snow, sea ice, and related climate parameters on seasonal and 76	
longer timescales; B) detection and attribution of climate change and its impacts on snow and sea ice 77	
(particularly for the Western Cordillera and British Columbia); and C) understanding of processes 78	
related to snow, sea ice, and related climate variability. The CanSISE Network emphasizes rigorous 79	
model-observation comparison and assessment, accounting for model and observational uncertainty, in 80	
the context of anthropogenic climate change and internal climate variability. We evaluate ECCC’s 81	
earth system models and climate prediction systems in an international setting by linking our activities 82	
to modelling and observational efforts worldwide. Such efforts include significant contributions to 83	
World Climate Research Program (WCRP) and World Weather Research Program (WWRP) projects 84	
like the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP) in support of the Intergovernmental Panel on 85	
Climate Change (IPCC) climate assessments, the Climate-system Historical Forecast Project (CHFP), 86	
the Polar Prediction Project (PPP), and the Year of Polar Prediction (YOPP). 87	
 The CanSISE Network is committed to providing a series of Deliverables that synthesize its research 88	
and explore its broader implications. The purpose of this report (“Deliverable 1”) is to characterize the 89	
performance of ECCC’s earth system models and climate prediction systems for sea ice, snow, and 90	
related climate variables. Given the importance of snow and sea ice to Canada, it is critical to analyze 91	
how Canada’s earth system models and climate prediction systems perform in these particular areas. 92	
Model evaluation, which typically compares a model to observations, needs to account for several 93	
sources of uncertainty, including impacts of spatial and temporal sampling in the presence of internal 94	
climate variability and observational uncertainty (whether instrumental error or errors related to data 95	
processing and retrieval systems). Our evaluation of Canadian models is helped by ready access to 96	
output from internationally available models to provide a suitable scientific context. 97	
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 In this report we aim to document the current performance of the Canadian Seasonal to Interannual 98	
Prediction System (CanSIPS), which includes different versions of the Canadian Coupled Model 99	
(CanCM) which underlies the Canadian Earth System Model (CanESM). Simulations of the CanESM 100	
will also be discussed. Several CanSISE Network researchers also carry out research with the U.S. 101	
National Center for Atmospheric Research’s Community Earth System Model (NCAR CESM1), which 102	
will be mentioned several times in the report, along with the broader set of models available 103	
internationally through Phase 5 of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 104	
2012). Our geographic focus will be on climate variability relevant to the Canadian land mass and the 105	
pan-Arctic region. We will emphasize analysis and applications that originate from the CanSISE 106	
Network, to demonstrate the value brought by our own research activities. 107	
  108	
CanESM and CanSIPS: Canada’s earth system models and climate prediction systems 109	
 CanSIPS and its component models represent the latest generation of ECCC’s operational forecasting 110	
systems for climate variability on seasonal to interannual (several month to multiple-year) timescales. 111	
CanSIPS (Merryfield et al. 2013a) is the first Canadian system used for operational seasonal prediction 112	
that combines a dynamical ocean model (that simulates three dimensional ocean circulation and heat 113	
transport) with atmosphere, land surface (including snow) and sea ice component models in a coupled 114	
framework in which all model components interact. CanSIPS replaces previous seasonal climate 115	
prediction systems in which ocean and sea ice conditions were predicted over a four-month time period, 116	
using simple statistical methods, to provide time evolving boundary conditions for the atmosphere. This 117	
poses special simulation challenges because coupled ocean-atmosphere simulations tend to drift over the 118	
course of a long simulation towards an unrealistic state, unless they are balanced in their energy and 119	
water budgets. 120	
 CanSIPS includes 1) a data assimilation system that estimates realistic initial states of the 121	
atmosphere, ocean, land, and sea ice to start the forecasts, 2) two separate coupled climate models (the 122	
earlier generation Canadian Coupled Model 3 [CanCM3] and the later generation Canadian Coupled 123	
Model [CanCM4]) that advances the simulated system from this initial condition, and 3) diagnostic 124	
systems to analyze the output and generate useful forecasts for operational use within ECCC’s 125	
Meteorological Service of Canada (MSC). The coupled climate and earth system models can also be run 126	
independently of the data assimilation system. Run in this way, the same modelling system can be used 127	
to project long-term climate behavior under the influence of greenhouse gas emissions and other 128	
anthropogenic and natural forcings, but independently of particular initial conditions in the atmosphere 129	
and ocean. In particular, ECCC/CCCma uses an extension of CanCM4 called the Canadian Earth 130	
System Model 2 (CanESM2), which includes interactive land and ocean carbon cycle components to 131	
predict the future state of global temperature, circulation, carbon dioxide concentrations, etc. under the 132	
influence of human and natural climate forcing. The CanSISE Network focuses on assembling high 133	
quality observational analyses of snow, sea ice, and related climate parameters that can be used to 134	
initialize and validate CanSIPS. The CanSISE Network has also evaluated CanESM2, and has designed 135	
additional CanESM2 simulations that ECCC/CCCma has carried out to support our analysis. 136	
 The current generation CanSIPS and CanESM2 systems have advanced the state of the art for 137	
ECCC’s earth system modelling in several respects. They are the first generation of models from 138	
CCCma that do not use so-called flux adjustments that artificially constrain the climate system to be in a 139	
state of energy and water balance; CanCM4 and CanESM2 are the first ECCC models to include the 140	
effects of forcing from volcanoes such as 1991’s Mount Pinatubo eruption; CanESM2 is the first ECCC 141	
model contributing to the CMIP and used in the IPCC assessment process to include a prognostic 142	
(interactive) carbon cycle that uses biological models to simulate carbon cycling in the coupled 143	
atmosphere/land/ocean/biosphere system. These models have been studied in a variety of settings and 144	
compare well to other earth system models and climate prediction systems (e.g. Merryfield et al. 2013a, 145	
b; Gillet et al. 2012; Sigmond et al. 2013, Kirtman et al. 2013; Flato et al. 2013). CanCM3 has a very 146	
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small annual mean sea surface temperature bias (Figure 1a, top panel), and CanCM4 reduces the global 147	
mean absolute error of ocean surface temperatures compared to CanCM3, indicating an overall 148	
improvement in coupled ocean atmosphere state captured in the latest generation model (Figure 1a, 149	
middle panel). Going from CanCM3 to CanCM4, the model system tends to warm under the effects of 150	
anthropogenic climate change more rapidly than observed over the 1970-2009 period (Figure 1a, bottom 151	
panel). This property impacts snow and sea ice variability and trends in CanSIPS and CanESM, as will 152	
be discussed later in the Report. In CanCM3, the simulation is characterized by excessive sea ice in 153	
summer and winter and a small rate of sea ice loss compared to observations. In CanCM4, while there is 154	
still excessive sea ice in winter, there is too little sea ice in summer (Figure 1b). The rate of sea ice loss 155	
in CanCM4 is more in line with recent observations than in CanCM3 (Stroeve et al. 2012) but the large 156	
amount of multidecadal variability expected in these trends (e.g. Notz 2012) should be recognized in 157	
light of internal climate variability. CanSIPS, combining CanCM3 and CanCM4, is able to show multi-158	
month skill in seasonal forecast of detrended sea ice area anomalies, comparable to that obtained in 159	
other modelling systems (Merryfield et al. 2013b), and generally enhanced relative to the skill obtained 160	
from a statistical persistence forecast (Figure 1c, Sigmond et al. 2013). The assessed skill depends on the 161	
verification dataset (Sigmond et al. 2013), especially for total (non-detrended) anomalies. Many of these 162	
issues will be revisited in this report. 163	
 The CanSIPS and CanESM2 systems are characterized by moderate resolution in the CMIP5 model 164	
class (approximately 2.8º horizontal grid spacing and 31 vertical levels in the atmosphere; 165	
approximately 100 km horizontal grid space and up to 40 levels in the ocean). This resolution has been 166	
designed by ECCC to recognize constraints on advanced computating resources, to well resolve salient 167	
features of the global atmosphere-ocean circulation, and at the same time to permit the execution of a 168	
sufficient number of realizations to adequately sample internal variability under different external 169	
forcings. This report will investigate some of the tradeoffs involved between resolution and ensemble 170	
size for capturing features of focus in the CasSISE Network. We also note that ECCC has made a 171	
complementary multi-year investment in regional climate modelling to provide much higher resolution 172	
over Canada to address the shortcomings of coarse resolution. 173	

 174	
            (a)      (b)              (c) 175	

   176	
Figure 1: Previous research related to CanSISE interests with ECCC’s earth system models and 177	
climate prediction systems.  a) Measures of CanCM3/CanCM4 model performance from 178	
Merryfield et al. 2013. Top panel: Global mean sea surface temperature biases with respect to 179	
observations for four seasons and the annual mean, for CanCM3 and CanCM4. Middle panel, as 180	
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in top, for SST mean absolute error. Bottom panel: 1970-2009 global mean surface air 181	
temperature trends in observations, CanCM3, and CanCM4. CanCM4 tends to warm more 182	
quickly than observed. b) Observed and simulated sea ice extent in the satellite era, also from 183	
Merryfield et al. 2013a. c) Application of CanSIPS to sea ice forecasting, from Sigmond et al. 2013. 184	
Top panel: Model forecast skill of detrended sea ice area anomalies as function of the predicted 185	
month and lead time. Middle panel: Forecast skill of detrended sea ice anomalies obtained by a 186	
statistical persistence forecast. Bottom panel: The skill enhancement of detrended sea ice 187	
anomalies in CanSIPS relative to a statistical sea ice forecast. Black dots represent statistical 188	
significance at the 95% confidence level as determined by bootstrapping. 189	
 190	
CanSISE analysis of snow and related climate parameters 191	
 Our assessment of CanSIPS/CanESM is enhanced by two research products spurred by the CanSISE 192	
Network: the Blended-5 snow water equivalent (SWE) dataset of Mudryk et al. (2015) and the 193	
CanESM2 Large Ensemble of simulations from CanESM2. The Blended-5 dataset addresses the need 194	
for a SWE verification dataset for CanESM/CanSIPS and other earth system models and climate 195	
prediction systems, and, potentially, for snow initialization in CanSIPS and other seasonal to decadal 196	
climate prediction systems. The Blended-5 dataset, which builds on long-term work of ECCC/CRD (e.g. 197	
Brown et al. 2010; Derksen and Brown 2012; Brown and Derksen 2013), consists of an ensemble of 198	
gridded SWE datasets over 1981-2010 from a variety of sources including remote sensing, land surface 199	
assimilation systems, and reanalysis driven snow models. Mudryk et al. (2015) have characterized 200	
sources of agreement and spread across the five datasets employed, and the Blended-5 dataset has 201	
already led to several applications that will be discussed later in the Report. The Blended-5 dataset 202	
project has also contributed to the European Space Agency funded Snow Product Inter-comparison 203	
Experiment (SnowPEx). 204	
 The CanESM2 Large Ensemble presently consist of four sets of 50 simulations each of CanESM2 205	
that examine the impact of natural and anthropogenic forcings over the period 1951-2100 in the 206	
presence of internal climate variability. The first set consists of all available external forcings, the 207	
second set of just natural external forcings (solar and volcanic), the third set of just anthropogenic 208	
aerosol forcings, and the fourth set of just stratospheric ozone forcings. Each simulation in each set is 209	
integrated with identical external forcing but with slightly different initial conditions (Kay et al. 2014 210	
documents a similar initial condition ensemble consisting of one set of 30 simulations for the NCAR 211	
CESM, which will also be referred to below). In this highly collaborative project, experimental design of 212	
the ensemble was led by the CanSISE Network, the originally requested simulation set (and several 213	
additional sets) were quickly completed by CCCma, the data were immediately shared with the 214	
CanSISE Network via CCCma’s external server, and the data were also shared through agreements with 215	
other Canadian and international partners. The CanESM2 Large Ensemble affords a more thorough 216	
assessment of the uncertainty connected to internal climate variability than possible in past analysis 217	
efforts and has been used in several current and ongoing studies in preparation or in review (Sigmond et 218	
al, 2016; McKusker et al., 2016; Gagné et al. 2016; Fyfe et al. 2016; Mudryk et al. 2016; Kirchmeier-219	
Young et al. 2016). 220	
 We now present several measures of performance of the CanSIPS/CanESM system related to its 221	
snow and sea ice simulation. We start with the CanESM2’s representation of surface temperature and 222	
precipitation for the main Canadian land mass for 1981-2005 in winter (January-March in Figure 2) and 223	
spring (April-June in Figure 3; see Figure 2 caption for details). Observations and the CanESM2 output 224	
have been mapped to a common grid that represents the model grid spacing; white masking accounts for 225	
missing observational data and land-ocean masks. In winter and spring, the map of surface temperature 226	
(in the top row, compare the left panel to the central panel) is very well reproduced in CanESM2 227	
although a moderate warm bias is evident in both seasons. The Taylor (2001) diagram (right panel) 228	
shows that CanESM2 compares well to other models in terms of its spatial pattern and correlation with 229	
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observations, although the spatial gradients are somewhat stronger than observed for spring. In 230	
precipitation (central row of Figures 2 and 3), a similar conclusion holds: the general spatial pattern is 231	
captured in the model, but there is evidence that the higher latitude precipitation is biased high in the 232	
model, which weakens the south-to-north gradient in precipitation relative to observations, especially in 233	
spring. The Taylor diagram shows that CanESM2 is generally within the scatter of points representing 234	
the other CMIP5 models, and is arguably the best for precipitation in DJF, indicating that CanESM2 is 235	
well within the state of the art. 236	
 One of the CanSISE Network’s principal concerns is the analysis of seasonal snow cover as 237	
represented by snow water equivalent (SWE; bottom row of Figures 2 and 3) in models and 238	
observations. Compared to variables such as temperature, long-term estimates of SWE tend to be non-239	
robust across observational datasets (Mudryk et al. 2015). The left panel shows the Blended 5 mean 240	
estimate of SWE which suggests a bias towards too much snow over much of Western Canada apart 241	
from the Western Cordillera as well as the Canadian subarctic. This suggests that the excess 242	
precipitation bias leads to an excessively deep snow pack, especially in spring. The level of 243	
disagreement across datasets can be gauged by the various black symbols in the Taylor diagram in the 244	
right panel. In spring, SWE shows a general positive bias and generally displays more spatial structure 245	
than the observational mean, which suggests a source for the relatively large spatial variance shown in 246	
CanESM2 in the Taylor diagram. We note that too much spatial variance is found in many models, and 247	
overall CanESM2 provides a comparable SWE simulation to other models. 248	
 249	
 250	
  251	

252	

 253	

Figure 2: Comparison of pattern of simulated Canadian climate in CanESM2 with observations 254	
and other climate models for 1981-2005. The left column shows observed January-March mean 255	
temperature (top, HadCRUT4), precipitation (centre, CRU TS3.21) and snow water equivalent 256	
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(bottom, Blended 5 data is the target at 1 on the x-axis, and other black symbols are individual 257	
datasets from the Blended 5 product). The central column shows the same fields as simulated by 258	
CanESM2. Diagrams on the right are Taylor diagrams showing the correlation (angle) and 259	
standard deviation relative to observations of the patterns of these variables in observations (black 260	
dot), CanESM2 (green dot) and other CMIP5 climate models (blue dots). Models that are closer to 261	
the black dot representing the observations have smaller errors. CanESM2 is typical of other 262	
CMIP5 models for its simulation of temperature and snow depth and better than most other 263	
CMIP5 models in its simulation of the pattern of precipitation over Canada. The dispersion of the 264	
black symbols indicates differences among the Blended-5 datasets.  265	
 266	

267	
 268	

269	
Figure 3: As in Figure 2, for April-June. 270	

In Figure 4, the seasonal cycle of the total snow mass for the Northern Hemisphere and Canada is shown 271	
broken down by geographic regions for the Blended-5 SWE products (Mudryk et al. 2015), for 272	
CanESM2 as provided directly by the model, and for an adjusted estimate of CanESM2 SWE 273	
accounting for differences in the land masks between the products and the model (dark and light teal 274	
points). There is a large spread in the snow analysis products for total snow mass for most regions, with 275	
the NASA Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) providing an estimate well below the 276	
multi-dataset mean, the MERRA reanalysis dataset typically providing a central estimate and the 277	
maximum estimate varying with region among the remaining three datasets (Mudryk et al. 2015). Over 278	
the entire Northern Hemisphere, CanESM’s SWE is generally within the observational range but there is 279	
a clear bias towards simulating too much SWE in the springtime (top row). This bias is exacerbated over 280	
Canada in particular (bottom row) in the springtime, especially outside the Arctic. The CanESM2 snow 281	
climatology is plotted two ways: as originally available on the model’s land grid (dark teal points) and 282	
as adjusted to reflect the observational mask which is on a finer scale (light teal points). The 5-10% 283	
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difference in snow mass arises from the fact that a significant fraction of the model’s snow mass is 284	
located in regions where land is not present in reality, particularly for the islands of the Canadian Arctic 285	
Archipelago (see the Arctic panels, where the differences between the two gridding approaches are more 286	
pronounced). Resolving such features is expected to be important in capturing the interactions between 287	
the snow pack and climate in these regions. 288	

289	

 290	

Figure 4: Top row: seasonal cycle of NH snow mass (in 1015 kg) for the NH, midlatitude, Arctic, 291	
and alpine regions. Alpine regions are defined for the GlobSnow SWE 25 km equal area grid to be 292	
those grid boxes with standard deviation in elevation greater than 200 m (Mudryk et al. 2015). 293	
Bottom row: as in top row, but for Canadian land mass only. Coloured curves represent data from 294	
the Blended-5 datasets, the black curve represents the Blended-5 mean, the dark teal points mark 295	
CanESM2, and the light teal points mark CanESM2 adjusted to represent the same land fractions 296	
as the observational mask from the Blended-5 dataset. 297	
 An important objective of CanSISE Network research is to understand recent trends in snow, sea ice, 298	
and related climate parameters, as well as to predict the future evolution of these parameters. We show 299	
in Figure 5 the trends in snow cover extent (SCE) derived from the Blended-5 dataset (by converting 300	
SWE to SCE using a threshold of 4 mm), plus the NOAA-Rutgers SCE product (Estilow et al., 2013, 301	
2015), for the Northern Hemisphere in January-March and April-June. In both seasons, there is an 302	
interquartile spread of observed seasonal snow cover reduction estimates from -0.1 to -0.6 million km2 303	
per decade in winter, and from -0.3 to -0.6 million km2 in spring. The NOAA-Rutgers snow product has 304	
trends that are outliers in both seasons, and ongoing work within the CanSISE Network is seeking to 305	
determine whether this dataset can be reconciled with the Blended-5 datasets. Therefore the red 306	
horizontal line in the box plot represents the average of the other Blended-5 datasets. Simulations from 307	
three large initial condition ensembles demonstrate the impact of internal variability on trends. The 308	
range of trends from the CanESM2 Large Ensemble, as well as two large ensembles from the NCAR 309	
model [CCSM4 (Mudryk et al. 2013) and CESM1 (Kay et al. 2015)] are displayed. For the models, the 310	
boxes indicate the interquartile range of trends captured in individual realizations of the ensembles. 311	
CanESM2 consistently produces greater snow loss than NCAR CCSM4 and CESM1, even accounting 312	
for internal variability. The figure suggests that internal variability alone provides an uncertainty range 313	
of about 0.5 million km2 per decade, which is an estimate of the range of uncertainty on the forced trend 314	
in the real world, to be considered separately from observational uncertainty. We conclude that all the 315	
models displayed fall within wintertime snow retreat estimates, that NCAR CCSM4 and CESM1 316	
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overlaps with estimates of observed snow retreat in spring, but that CanESM2 exhibits more spring 317	
snow retreat than most observations except the NOAA product (Mudryk et al., 2016).  318	

  319	

Figure 5: Horizontal bars and boxes show the mean and spread (interquartile range) of Northern 320	
Hemisphere snow cover extent trends calculated over the 1981-2010 period for January-March 321	
(left) and April-June (right).  Black boxes are used for trends calculated from models (the three 322	
large initial condition ensembles of NCAR CCSM4, NCAR CESM1 and CanESM2 as labelled), 323	
and red boxes are used for trends derived from the Blended-5 SWE dataset. Also shown is the 324	
trend derived from the NOAA Rutgers snow product (large filled diamond). Unlike the 325	
observational uncertainty, the uncertainty represented for the models is the impact of internal 326	
variability on estimated trends. Spread from each of these two sources along with additional 327	
spread due to model differences are indicated schematically by the extent of the vertical grey lines.  328	

Although its relationship to other observational estimates is uncertain because of its disagreement with 329	
the Blended-5 dataset for 1981-2010, the NOAA Rutgers dataset remains a valuable asset for snow 330	
cover assessment in the CanSISE Network because it spans a relatively long record and remains agreed 331	
upon as a standard reference (Estilow et al. 2013). CanSISE Network researchers at UNBC (Hernández-332	
Henríquez et al. 2015) found strong polar amplification and elevation dependence in SCE trends in the 333	
NOAA record between 1971 and 2014 (Figure 6). Negative trends occur at most elevations, with the 334	
strongest observed at 3950 m above sea level, but some elevations show increased SCE. These 335	
dependencies suggest a leading role for snow albedo feedback in Northern Hemisphere snow cover 336	
retreat (Fyfe and Flato 1999). Further discussion of snow albedo feedback processes can be found in the 337	
section on Process Studies below. 338	

  339	
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 340	

 341	

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 6: a) Weekly monotonic trends for the 1971-2014 Northern Hemisphere (NH), Eurasian 342	
(EU), and North American (NA) SCE expressed in terms of absolute values (×106 km2). b) Trend 343	
in the 1971-2014 SCE for each elevation band from 1 October 1971 to 30 September 2014. Large 344	
dots denote statistically significant trends (black = p < 0.05 and red = p < 0.01). From Hernández-345	
Henríquez et al, 2015. Some of the spatial structure of the trend dependence on elevation in panel 346	
b) likely arises from sampling of small geographically disparate high-elevation regions. 347	

Internal climate variability makes it hard to compare recent regional trends in observations and models. 348	
For example, the spatial map of observed springtime (April-June) temperature trends for 1981-2005 is 349	
shown in Figure 7 a) and reveals regions of relatively large warming in the eastern Arctic and subarctic 350	
sector compared to the west. But internal climate variability means that even on a Canada-wide scale, 351	
the particular pattern of warming we have recorded might be an accident of our recent past rather than 352	
reflecting specific anthropogenic or natural forcings (e.g. Deser et al. 2012). The Taylor diagram (Figure 353	
7b) shows that individual CMIP5 models, including CanESM2 and NCAR CESM1, are not able to 354	
match the spatial pattern of the observed temperature trends. The impact of internal variability is 355	
illustrated by the small green and red points that represent individual realizations of CanESM2 and 356	
CESM1 large ensembles, which generally indicate that individual realizations disagree with each other 357	
as well as with the observations. We show for illustration trend maps for two randomly chosen members 358	
of the CanESM2 Large Ensemble, called X and Y. These simulations are identical apart from being 359	
started with slightly different initial conditions in 1950. The spatial pattern of the temperature trends in 360	
these two members look quite different from each other as well as from the observed trend pattern, 361	
reflecting internal variability. This conclusion applies even more strongly to SWE trends (Figure 8) 362	
where the spatial pattern of trends of individual simulations disagrees with the mean Blended-5 trend, 363	
and even different SWE datasets disagree with each other in their spatial patterns (see also Mudryk et al. 364	
2013). 365	

 366	
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 368	

Figure 7: Observed and simulated pattern of temperature trends. Upper left panel: Taylor (2001) 369	
diagram of pattern of spring (April-June) temperature trends for 1981-2005 with respect to 370	
HadCRUT4 temperatures for observations [black point at (1,0)], individual CMIP5 realizations 371	
(blue), the CanESM2 Large Ensemble (green), and the CESM1 Large Ensemble (red). Lower 372	
right panel: spatial pattern of HadCRUT4 spring temperature trends (ºC/decade). Upper and 373	
lower right panels: spatial pattern of temperature trends for two randomly selected realizations of 374	
the CanESM2 Large Ensemble. 375	
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 376	

Figure 8: As in Figure 7, but for SWE (trend in m/decade). The black point at (1,0) represents the 377	
observational mean of the Blended 5 SWE trends and the individual black symbols represent 378	
individual products contributing to the observational mean. 379	

Analysis of sea ice simulation 380	

Figure 9 shows September sea ice extent for 1900-2100, along with the climatological seasonal cycle for 381	
1979-2013, in selected Canadian regions for CMIP5 (black), the multi-model mean of these simulations 382	
(blue), CanESM2 (green), and the observations (red, from the National Snow and Ice Data Center 383	
passive microwave product) in red. Under present day conditions, the April-to-November sea ice extent 384	
in CanESM2 is biased very low in the Canadian Arctic, the Beaufort Sea, and Hudson Bay. In the latter 385	
two regions, there is practically no sea ice at the summertime minimum. This bias implies that 386	
CanESM2’s utility in such regions for assessment of sea ice in the coming decades is relatively limited 387	
(Laliberté et al. 2016). Given the strong coupling between sea ice, ocean temperatures, and surrounding 388	
continental temperatures and winds, addressing the biases in the sea ice component of CanESM2 is 389	
important and would be associated with an overall improvement in the Arctic and Hudson Bay regional 390	
climate in future versions of CanESM. 391	
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  392	

Figure 9: a: September sea ice extent (sea ice concentration larger than 0.15) for the Canadian 393	
Arctic (defined as the September CISDA domain). The CanESM2 model (green), CISDA 394	
(magenta), NSIDC (red) and the multi-model mean (blue) are shown with their 1979-2013 trends. 395	
Individual models are shown in light gray. b: The Canadian Arctic seasonal cycle for 1979-2013. 396	
Box plots were added to describe the inter model spread (whiskers are 5th and 9th percentiles). c-397	
d, e-f, g-h: same as a,b but for the Beaufort Sea, Baffin Bay and Hudson Bay, respectively. In 398	
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panels e and g, the CanESM2 curve is close to zero. Sea ice amounts are scaled to account for the 399	
fraction of ocean present in the CanESM2 land sea mask (Laliberté et al. 2016). Credit: F. 400	
Laliberté 401	

CanSISE researchers Bajish and Haas have begun to investigate the important question of how 402	
realistically snow accumulation on floating sea ice is represented in present-day climate simulations. 403	
Figure 10 shows the seasonal maximum (May) and minimum (August) of the snow depth climatology 404	
on Arctic sea ice from 1979 to 2014 for NCEP Reanalysis 2, NCAR CCSM4 and CanESM2, and from 405	
1954 to 1991 for in-situ observations (Warren et al., 1999), which is a climatology based on in-situ snow 406	
ruler measurements in that time period. The reanalysis and the climate models show a similar spatial 407	
pattern to that of in-situ observations, with thinner snow depths in the east Arctic, which is 408	
predominantly a first-year sea ice region, and thicker snow depths in the western Arctic, which is mainly 409	
covered by multi-year sea ice. However, in comparison with the in situ observational product, the snow 410	
depth on average is thicker in NCEP for the eastern Arctic Ocean and in NCAR CCSM4 for the western 411	
Arctic Ocean, during the accumulation and melt seasons. Furthermore, in CanESM2, the average snow 412	
depth on Arctic sea ice is thinner than NCEP, Warren, and CCSM4 in May. Model biases in the snow 413	
depth on Arctic sea ice in a climate model can not only affect the sea ice mass balance but can also 414	
potentially impact the predicted general Arctic climate (Blazey et al., 2013). Hence, we suggest that the 415	
development of a more accurate representation of snow on sea ice along with optimized Arctic sea ice 416	
thickness should be a priority for future development of CanESM.  417	

 418	

 419	

Figure 10: Evaluation of snow on sea ice for May (left panels) and August (right panels), from the 420	
NCEP Reanalysis 2, CCSM4, CanESM2 (all 1979-2014) and for the Warren Climatology (1954-421	
1991). Credit: Bajish CC and C. Haas 422	
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The land-sea mask for the Canadian Arctic is shown in Figure 11 for two models, CanESM2 (middle 423	
panel) and NCAR CESM1 (bottom panel), in comparison to the land mask provided by the NSIDC sea 424	
ice product (top panel). The current coarse resolution of the CanESM/CanSIPS system means that many 425	
features of interest cannot be resolved, including the Canadian Arctic islands and the channels of the 426	
Northwest Passage. This also limits the applicability of the model to regional prediction problems of 427	
interest for some of the CanSISE Network’s partners, in particular CIS, who require more finely 428	
resolved coastal information used in sea ice forecasting for its clients. The NCAR CESM1’s land-sea 429	
mask is similar to the one planned for the next generation CanESM, which will use the NEMO ORCA 430	
1 ocean model and the same sea ice model as NCAR CESM1 (CICE). This will allow the next 431	
generation CanESM2 and CanSIPS to better resolve this region. As an example of advantages to be 432	
gained by including a better representation of this region, we show in Figure 12 a diagnostic of landfast 433	
ice (i.e. ice that is bound to land and is either locked or slowly moving) in the Canadian Ice Service 434	
Digital Archive (CISDA) dataset in several climate simulations; we see a wide spread in the agreement 435	
of models with the single observational estimate available. The red x and green circles in the figure 436	
relate to current sample points for comparing models and available in situ records, which is discussed in 437	
Howell et al. (2016). 438	

 439	

 440	

Figure 11: a) Fraction of years (1979-2014) with September sea ice cover (sea ice concentration > 441	
0.15) for the NSIDC passive microwave product on an EASE 25km grid. b) As in a) but for the 442	
CanESM2 model, remapped using a nearest neighbour remapping. c) As in b) but for the CESM1-443	
CAM5 model. The grey shading indicates the land-sea mask for each dataset. The NCAR CESM1 444	
CICE grid provide a rough indication of how geographical features of the Canadian Arctic, such 445	
as the Canadian Arctic Archipelago, might be resolved in future configurations of CanESM2. 446	
Note, however, that it is the ORCA1 grid that will be employed in the new CanESM2. Also evident 447	
is the low September sea ice extent bias in CanESM2. Credit: F. Laliberté and S. Howell. 448	
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 449	

 450	

Figure 12: a) Average number of months per year (1980-2014) with landfast ice (10/10) in the CIS 451	
historical ice charts remapped using a nearest neighbour remapping to an EASE 25km grid. The 452	
magenta line show the 6 month’s line. Red x’s indicate, from South to North, Cambridge Bay, 453	
Resolute Bay, Eureka and Alert. Green circle indicate the closest grid point with landfast ice 454	
between one and eleven month per year. b)-d) As in a) but for slow, packed ice (less than 1km day-455	
1, more than 0.85 sea ice concentration) instead of landfast ice in the historical-rcp85 simulations 456	
for different models (ensemble r1i1p1). Note that NorESM1-ME uses the CICE sea ice model. 457	
Credit: F. Laliberté and S. Howell, see also Howell et al. (2016). 458	

 Seasonal prediction of snow and sea ice 459	

We now discuss recent progress in the area of seasonal prediction of snow and sea ice carried out within 460	
the CanSISE Network, as well as the impact of improved land surface initialization on other climate 461	
variables such as surface air temperature. The performance and utility of a climate prediction system like 462	
CanSIPS relies not just on the quality of the simulation but on its ability to incorporate initialization 463	
information and to advance the latest research to an operational setting. The examples we will discuss 464	
next show that even for situations where the model needs improvement (such as, for example, aspects of 465	
summertime Arctic sea ice extent), CanSIPS has potential for significant improvement from recent work 466	
on initialization and recent observational efforts. 467	

Regarding seasonal prediction of snow, anomaly correlation skill for wintertime SWE is high at short 468	
lead times, and remains statistically significant (greater than 0.3) at lead times of at least 6 months for 469	
certain regions  (Figure 13), which suggests potential for practical utilization of such forecasts (see 470	
Figure 16, which will be discussed below). 471	
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 472	

Figure 13:  Anomaly correlation for CanSIPS hindcasts for January-March SWE over various 473	
lead times, using the MERRA Reanalysis as a verification dataset. Contour interval 0.1. Credit: 474	
W. Merryfield. 475	

Two primary sources of potential predictability (PP) and skill in CanSIP forecasts of SWE have been 476	
identified (Sospedra-Alfonso et al. 2016a). The first, which is most important at short lead times, is the 477	
demonstrated ability of CanSIPS to provide realistic initial values for SWE (Sospedra-Alfonso et al. 478	
2015), combined with the natural tendency for SWE anomalies to persist throughout the snow season in 479	
regions where winter temperatures remain below freezing, so that the snowpack accumulates until the 480	
onset of spring melt. The second main source of PP and skill, which becomes increasingly prevalent at 481	
longer lead times, is the ability of CanSIPS to predict future climatic conditions such as temperature and 482	
precipitation anomalies which influence snow accumulation and melt. A large part of this type of 483	
predictability and skill arises from ENSO, which strongly influences winter climate in North America 484	
and is skillfully forecast by CanSIPS up to a year in advance. 485	

The value of skillful seasonal forecasting of snow in turn depends on process representation at the land-486	
surface, which has also been a subject of intensive investigation in the CanSISE Network.  For example, 487	
Ambadan et al. (2015) have investigated the impact of initialization of SWE, soil liquid water, and soil 488	
frozen water on potential predictability of springtime surface air temperature in the CanSIPS system 489	
(Figure 14). Realistic initialization of these variables enhances potential predictability by as much as 490	
30% in terms of variance explained within the potential predictability framework. This shows that it is 491	
important to regard the snow initialization issue in the broader context of land surface initialization, and 492	
that there is evidence for quantitative improvement in regional predictability as more observational 493	
information on the state of the land surface is brought into the prediction system.  494	

We note that current operational practice in CanSIPS is to use observed atmospheric forcing to bring the 495	
land surface (including soil moisture and snow cover) into a realistic state. Although this procedure 496	
performs reasonably well for snow, potential remains for improving the initialization and forecasting of 497	
snow and other land variables by assimilating observation-based land data directly in real time. 498	
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499	
Figure 14: Impact on the square of the anomaly correlation coefficient of initialization of SWE, 500	
and frozen and liquid soil water on springtime forecasts of surface air temperature at 45 day lead. 501	
Red colours indicate increase and blue colours decrease of the potential predictability (an 502	
idealized model based estimate of potential forecast skill). From Ambadan et al. 2015. 503	

The Blended-5 SWE dataset has led to improved characterization of the forecast skill of the CanSIPS 504	
system. Figure 15 shows the degree of agreement between SWE forecasts from CanSIPS and several 505	
SWE products, included two of the component datasets of the Blended-5 SWE product. The degree of 506	
agreement is measured as the anomaly correlation coefficient for a one-month forecast (with lead 0 from 507	
initialization). The five datasets are the Blended-5 dataset (dark blue) and four individual datasets 508	
including two components of the Blended-5 dataset. Even though all observational datasets are being 509	
compared to the same forecast, it is the Blended-5 dataset, capturing the mean of several observational 510	
datasets, that agrees best with the forecast throughout the year. This suggests that improving input and 511	
verification datasets through blending may lead to cancellation of independent errors in observational 512	
estimates. To reiterate, in this case, improved calculated skill is derived from an apparent improvement 513	
in the quality of the verification data and not an improvement of the forecast (Sospreda-Alfonso et al. 514	
2016b). 515	

  516	
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 517	

    518	

 519	

Figure 15: Anomaly correlation coefficients averaged over the Northern Hemisphere for one 520	
month CanSIPS forecasts of SWE, verified against several observation-based datasets including 521	
Blended-5 (blue), ERA-Interim (green), MERRA-Land (magenta), ERA-Interim Land (red), and 522	
MERRA (cyan); the latter two datasets are components of Blended-5. Blended-5 shows the best 523	
agreement with the forecast, suggesting a strong influence of observational dataset on evaluation 524	
of forecast performance (Sospedra-Alfonso et al., 2016b). 525	

The CanSISE Network’s research in snow analysis and observational datasets is expected to support 526	
future operational improvements in CanSIPS and hence in ECCC’s operational prediction capacity. For 527	
example, CanSISE work has led to new efforts to develop an operational real-time snow amount forecast 528	
for the coming 1-2 months, which could be used in several impacted sectors such as outdoor recreation, 529	
water resource planning, and agriculture. Shown in Figure 16 is the March 2015 experimental one-530	
month snow amount forecast (shown as above and below normal SWE amounts) and the CMC snow 531	
depth analysis for the second week of March. In this successful proof of concept we note areas of 532	
consistency in the forecast in British Columbia and areas of weaker agreement in eastern Canada; a 533	
more systematic assessment is underway for this promising forecast product. 534	
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 535	

Figure 16: Experimental implementation of a real time forecast of snow mass  (i.e. snow water 536	
equivalent) in CanSIPS, spurred by research in the CanSISE Network. On the left is the forecast 537	
for January 2016, indicating probabilities for below normal, near normal and above normal snow 538	
mass,  and on the right is the verification data for the same period based on the MERRA 539	
reanalysis. Credit: S. Kharin and W. Merryfield 540	

In the area of sea ice prediction and process modelling, CanSISE Network research is showing a path 541	
forward towards improvement of sea ice concentration (SIC) and thickness (SIT) prediction within 542	
CanSIPS. CanSIPS hindcasts, despite some of the simulation problems described above, have proven 543	
skill in seasonal sea ice prediction (e.g. Sigmond et al. 2013, Merryfield et al. 2013b). While these prior 544	
studies have focussed on forecast skill of area-integrated quantities such as sea ice area, recent work has 545	
also shown significant forecast skill of more user relevant sea ice metrics such as the ice-free and freeze-546	
up dates (Sigmond et al. 2016, in preparation). Sea ice predictability is assisted by persistent SIT 547	
anomalies, but CanSIPS does not take advantage of this in that it currently employs an initialization 548	
method that uses only climatological sea ice thickness information. Since real time SIT observations are 549	
limited, CanSISE Network researchers (Dirkson et al. 2015) have developed several statistical models of 550	
varying complexity for estimating SIT in real time, based on predictors available in real time, for 551	
operational predictions. The first such model (SMv1), described in Dirkson et al. (2015), uses a 552	
statistical approach to find an optimal combination of sea ice concentration and sea level pressure 553	
information to provide useful sea ice thickness information. This model reduces mean absolute errors by 554	
48% relative to the current CanSIPS initialization and shows consistent skill estimating ice volume in all 555	
months (Figure 17). Two additional statistical models, SMv2 and SMv3, are described in Dirkson et al., 556	
2016. As shown in Figure 18, these statistical models for providing SIT initial conditions capture the 557	
observed negative trend in SIT, but vary in their ability to capture interannual variability in thickness 558	
relative to the trend, with SMv3 performing the best. Seasonal forecasting experiments using these SIT 559	
initial conditions demonstrate overall improvement on forecasting of SIC compared to the current 560	
operational system (Dirkson et al. 2016).  561	

 562	
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 563	

Figure 17: Time series of 3 month averaged sea ice volume over the period 1981–2012, given in 564	
units of 103 km3 for a sea ice data assimilation system (black), the SMv1 statistical model (cyan), 565	
and CanSIPS (magenta), from Dirkson et al. (2015). The CanSIPS system as currently configured 566	
includes no information about recent sea ice thinning and thus misses the recent downward trends 567	
of sea ice volume. 568	

 569	

Figure 18: Skill as measured by the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC) of the sea ice thickness 570	
initialization fields estimated by statistical models SMv1 (a,b), SMv2 (c,d), and SMv3 (e,f), for the 571	
three-month averaged periods January-March and July-August, from Dirkson et al. (2016). ACC 572	
values are calculated using the PIOMAS sea ice analysis for verification over the period 1994-2012 573	
for the full time series (a,c,e) and for the linearly detrended time series (b,d,f), to distinguish 574	
between overall skill and skill associated with interannual variability. Stippling indicates 575	
significant skill at the 95% confidence level based on bootstrapping. 576	

Process studies of snow and sea ice 577	
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Further improvements in the CanSIPS and CanESM climate prediction and projection capacity for snow, 578	
sea ice and related climate variables also hinge on improved model process representation. Critical to 579	
capture accurately is the snow albedo feedback process, which governs the seasonality of snow cover 580	
and land surface temperature and hydroclimatic responses to climate change (Qu and Hall 2007, 2014; 581	
Hall et al. 2008; Thackeray and Fletcher 2016). CanSISE researchers Thackeray et al. 2015 (Figure 19) 582	
examine the snow albedo feedback process in the context of observational uncertainty and differences in 583	
parameterization of cold-region processes in land surface schemes across current climate models. 584	
CanESM2 shares the tendency of most CMIP5 earth system models to overestimate peak snow-covered 585	
surface albedo in the boreal region and place the peak of albedo too early in the season, in February 586	
instead of in March (Figure 19a). In the non-boreal Arctic region (Figure 19b), CanESM2 captures the 587	
timing but underestimates the snow-covered surface albedo peak.  Overall, CanESM2 places among the 588	
top three for all regions in terms of the overall simulation of snow cover fraction and snow-covered 589	
surface albedo (Fig. 19c).  590	

 591	

Figure 19: Snow albedo feedback related processes in CanESM2 and other simulations. a) Peak 592	
monthly mean snow-covered surface albedo and time of  for the boreal region for CanESM, other 593	
CMIP5 models and observations (OBS blend). b) As in a) for the non-boreal Arctic. c) Skill score 594	
for seasonal evolution of Northern Hemisphere snow-covered surface albedo and snow cover 595	
fraction (SStot), as well as an aggregate of albedo and snow cover fraction, for CanESM2 and other 596	
CMIP5 models. From Thackeray et al. (2015). 597	

CanSISE Network Tremblay et al. (2016, in prep) are also examining processes critical to seasonal sea 598	
ice evolution, with an eye to improvements in the next generation of earth system model simulations. 599	
The impact of ocean heat fluxes on the sea ice mass balance has previously been posited to be mainly 600	
through control of the location of the sea ice edge in the North Atlantic. In the central Arctic, vertical 601	
heat fluxes in the ocean were thought to be small because of the presence of the Cold Halocline layer 602	
that buffers the surface mixed layer from the warmer Atlantic and Pacific waters beneath. The vertical 603	
turbulent flux of heat at the base of the mixed layer is indeed typically small but there is increasing 604	
evidence that the Arctic sea ice field is punctuated by strong bursts of heat flux in the presence of active 605	
leads. Linear Kinematic Features (LFKs) are long narrow leads where vertical exchange of heat 606	
hundreds of times greater than average can be found. To resolve LKFs, very high resolution simulations 607	
are required, which the Tremblay group runs using the MITgcm, a state of the art high resolution 608	
ocean/sea-ice general circulation model (Figure 20). These LKFs, to the extent that they are not resolved 609	
in current generation global earth system models like CanESM2, represent a potentially unaccounted for 610	
contributor to Arctic sea-ice mass balance and recent Beaufort Sea ice loss. Representing this process 611	
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through parameterization is potentially important for seasonal prediction of seasonal ice advance and 612	
retreat and for the future climate, since the role of LKFs will become increasingly important with a 613	
thinner and more mobile pack ice. 614	

 615	

Figure 20: Top panels: a) sea ice leads simulated by the coupled ice-ocean MIT GCM, b) vertical 616	
ocean heat flux c) and ice-ocean surface stress curl. Bottom panels: cross section of a) the vertical 617	
velocity, b) temperature and c) ocean heat flux across the leads shown as a thick black line just 618	
north of the Alaskan coastline (see the black line in top panel of a). We clearly see from this figure 619	
that the anomalous vertical ocean heat fluxes extend hundreds of meters below the mixed layer 620	
into the Near Surface Temperature Maximum (remnant solar heat from the previous summer 621	
that was not ventilated) and Pacific Summer Waters.  The winter mean LKF heat flux over the 622	
Beaufort Gyre is about 2 W m-2 and the winter mean LKF heat flux along the Alaskan coastline is 623	
about 100 W m-2 624	

Conclusion 625	

This report has surveyed key characteristics of snow, sea ice, and related climate parameters in 626	
Environment and Climate Change Canada’s (ECCC) earth system model and seasonal to interannual 627	
climate prediction systems, with a focus on the Canadian sector of the Northern Hemisphere. This 628	
Report is not intended to be a comprehensive statement on overall model fidelity. Instead it is intended 629	
to provide a baseline for future versions of the models with respect to these important societally-relevant 630	
climate parameters. It has highlighted analyses by investigators in the CanSISE Network and two 631	
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resources developed within the Network’s projects: the Blended-5 multisource snow water equivalent 632	
(SWE) (Mudryk et al. 2015) and the CanESM2 Large Ensemble of climate simulations. The CanESM2 633	
Large Ensemble of climate simulations were designed by the CanSISE Network and efficiently executed 634	
by the staff and scientists at the CCCma. In addition, the Report has highlighted new developments in 635	
our ability to predict sea ice, snow, and related climate parameters on seasonal timescales and detailed 636	
process studies pointing the way to new directions for model development. 637	
 638	
Key findings 639	

• The CanESM2 simulation of climate parameters over the Canadian land mass closely tied to 640	
snow –  land surface temperature and precipitation on land in cold regions – lies well within the 641	
range of currently available international models.  642	

• There is considerable disagreement among observational datasets on the amount and 643	
geographical structure of snow water equivalent in the satellite era (Figures 2 and 3). The 644	
CanESM2 simulation of SWE performs as well as available international models in this area 645	
(Figure 2). Even accounting for this observational uncertainty, however, there is a clear bias 646	
towards excessive seasonal snow cover and unrealistic spatial distribution of SWE in the spring 647	
over the Canadian land mass and over the Northern Hemisphere as a whole. This bias might be 648	
related to an excessive precipitation bias over the Canadian land mass (Figure 2). 649	

• Assessment of seasonal snow cover trends has been enhanced by the Blended-5 SWE dataset 650	
and availability of three large ensemble products, the CanESM2 Large Ensemble and two 651	
versions of the NCAR models (generated at the NCAR and Compute Canada SciNet (Toronto) 652	
computational facilities). CanESM2 is characterized by greater retreat of springtime snow in the 653	
satellite era than the NCAR models and is consistent with the largest outlying observational 654	
estimate of snow retreat (Figure 5). The spatial pattern of the observed snow retreat is difficult to 655	
compare to the model in a meaningful way: for the recent satellite era record it is far too 656	
influenced by internal variability and observational uncertainty to provide a useful  constraint on 657	
simulation quality (Figures 7-8) 658	

• Previously identified low biases in Arctic sea ice extent are also reflected in regional biases: in 659	
Hudson’s Bay and the Canadian Beaufort Sea sector, the sea ice extent is biased low and this 660	
impacts seasonal prediction utility, as well as projections of when regional waters of the Arctic 661	
and Sub-Arctic will be ice free (Figure 9). There is evidence that the amount of snow on floating 662	
wintertime sea ice is biased low in the model as well (Figure 10, May). 663	

• In the current system, there are tradeoffs related to the resolution of geographical features in the 664	
CanESM and CanSIPS systems that impact both the snow and sea ice simulations that we 665	
anticipate will be improved given planned future model development efforts. In particular, the 666	
current land mask is too coarsely resolved to adequately represent seasonal SWE over the 667	
Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA). The land-sea mask is too coarsely resolved to represent 668	
the channels and islands of the CAA and other important features of the Arctic, which, together 669	
with the bias mentioned above, adversely impacts ECCC’s abilities to carry out useful seasonal 670	
forecasts and longer-term assessments of sea ice and related variables in this region (Figures 11, 671	
12). Some of this capacity can be supplemented by regional model efforts within and outside 672	
ECCC, including climate projections within the CORDEX project (see recommendations 673	
below). 674	

• Recent CanSISE Network analysis has led to promising improvements in seasonal forecasting 675	
operations using CanSIPS. 676	

o CanSISE Network researchers have quantified how accurate initialization of frozen and 677	
liquid soil water, in addition to improved SWE representation, leads to significantly 678	
improved seasonal temperature forecasts. CanSISE Network researchers have found that 679	
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properly accounting for observational uncertainty can lead to better understanding of 680	
forecast quality. For example, improved verification was found between the Blended-5 681	
dataset than for any single dataset. This result suggests initialization could also be 682	
improved in this manner. This and related work has stimulated the development of 683	
ECCC’s first experimental seasonal snow amount forecast product (Figures 14-16). 684	

o CanSISE Network researchers have demonstrated that implementing sea ice thickness 685	
initialization using indirect statistical predictors of thickness can potentially improve sea 686	
ice forecasts. Motivated by the promising research results, improved sea ice thickness 687	
initialization is being considered for implementation in the CanSIPS system (Figure 17-688	
18). 689	

 690	
To conclude, this survey demonstrates the utility of entraining a network of researchers bridging 691	
observational and modelling communities and bridging the government and academic sector to focus on 692	
a related set of processes in evaluation of earth system models and climate prediction systems. In the 693	
spirit of continued constructive collaboration, we provide the following recommendations for 694	
consideration of future development of the CanESM and CanSIPS systems.  695	
Recommendations 696	

• Assembling the Blended-5 SWE dataset by CanSISE Network researchers (Mudryk et al. 2015) 697	
has played a key role in several projects mentioned in this study, as well as other work in 698	
progress. We recommend sustaining and building capacity for multi-source estimation of 699	
seasonal snow parameters updated on an annual basis for various monitoring and climate 700	
assessment activities (for example, annual contributions to the NOAA Arctic Report Card and 701	
State of the Climate report). In addition, it is important to encourage further development of 702	
these efforts in the area of sea ice. To that end, the CanSISE Network has redirected resources to 703	
establish a project on multi-source estimation of sea ice parameters that will provide a legacy of 704	
research beyond the life of the project. Observational issues will be further discussed in a 705	
subsequent report. 706	

• CCCma’s efficient execution and rapid data sharing for the CanESM2 Large Ensemble, which 707	
was proposed and designed by the CanSISE Network, has been another excellent resource for the 708	
project whose utility extends well beyond the CanSISE Network research projects. Our project 709	
emphasizes the value of such large ensembles and we suggest that similar large ensembles be 710	
considered based on future model versions. We recognize that this needs to be balanced by 711	
ECCC’s design decisions on resolution and process representation in its models, which provides 712	
constraints on computational resource requirements. 713	

• This report has pointed out the tradeoffs involved in constraints on CanESM2’s resolution in 714	
light of limitations of available advanced computing resources. Running the model at this 715	
resolution has permitted the execution of the CanESM2 Large Ensemble set, but can entail 716	
under-resolution of key features of interest to this project, such as the Canadian Arctic 717	
Archipelago’s channels and islands. We look forward to future versions of CanESM and 718	
CanSIPS that better resolve these features. We suggest that a distinctive benefit of having more 719	
computing resources available would be to be able to better resolve Canada’s polar climate while 720	
still maintaining the capacity to sample the models sensitivity to multiple climate forcings in the 721	
presence of internal climate variability. We have shown that improvements in these areas will 722	
allow new assessments and applications to be addressed with the model that would be difficult to 723	
achieve otherwise. Alongside these improvements in resolution will no doubt be significant 724	
changes to the sea ice and snow characteristics that could be the topic of future investigation by 725	
follow-on projects to CanSISE. The CanSISE Network also anticipates with interest the 726	
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outcomes of ECCC’s investments in regional climate modeling for the simulation of snow and 727	
sea ice over the Canadian sector. 728	

• Finally, we note the successful engagement between ECCC and the academic community within 729	
CanSISE in assessment of ECCC’s earth system models and climate prediction systems: new 730	
simulation design ideas and data were shared between ECCC and the CanSISE research network, 731	
encouraging focused assessment of the model systems in critical areas. This engagement has 732	
proven mutually beneficial in many ways and has led to a great atmosphere of collegiality in our 733	
shared work.  734	
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Glossary and acronyms 860	
Blended-5	SWE:	A	blending	of	five	observational	estimates	of	snow	water	equivalent,	discussed	in	
Mudryk	et	al.	2015.	

CanCM,	CanCM3,	CanCM4:	Canadian	Coupled	Model	(versions	3	or	4)	

CanESM2 Large	Ensemble:	A	set	of	simulations	of	the	CanESM2	in	which	all	realizations	are	
identically	configured	and	forced	apart	from	their	initial	conditions.	This	allows	sampling	of	the	
response	to	external	forcing	in	the	presence	of	internal	climate	variability.	

CanESM,	CanESM2:	Canadian	Earth	System	Model	(version	2)	

CanSIPS:	Canadian	Seasonal	to	Interannual	Prediction	System	

CCAR:	Climate	Change	and	Atmospheric	Research	initiative	of	NSERC	

CCCma:	ECCC’s	Canadian	Centre	for	Climate	Modelling	and	Analysis	

CHFP:	Climate-system	Historical	Forecast	Project	

CICE:	The	sea	ice	component	of	NCAR	CESM1,	developed	by	the	U.S.	Department	of	Energy	and	
NCAR.	

CIS:	ECCC’s	Canadian	Ice	Service		

CISDA:	Canadian	Ice	Service	Digital	Archive	

Climate	prediction	system:	Model	forecast	system	that	is	initialized	from	observed	data,	that	
generates	forecasts	on	timescales	from	seasons	to	decades.	Current	seasonal-to-decadal	climate	
prediction	systems	do	not	typically	include	carbon	cycling.	

CMIP,	CMIP5:	Coupled	Model	Intercomparison	Project	(Phase	5)NCAR:	National	Center	for	
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Atmospheric	Research	

Coupled	climate	model:	a	numerical	model	that	combines	atmosphere,	ocean,	sea	ice,	and	land	
surface	processes	to	produce	predictions	of	time	evolving	temperature,	and	circulation.	

Earth	system	model:	This	a	generalization	of	a	coupled	climate	model.	An	earth	system	model	is	a	
numerical	model	that	combines	atmosphere,	ocean,	sea	ice,	and	land	surface	processes	together	
with	biological	processes	to	produce	predictions	of	time	evolving	temperature,	circulation,	
atmospheric	composition,	and	the	biogeochemical	state,	including	variables	related	to	carbon	
cycling	such	as	carbon	dioxide	concentrations.	

ECCC:	Environment	and	Climate	Change	Canada	

GLDAS:	NASA	Global	Land	Data	Assimilation	System		

Internal	climate	variability:	spontaneous	variability	that	occurs	in	the	climate	system	
independently	of	human	and	other	external	forcing.	

IPCC:	Intergovernmental	Panel	on	Climate	Change	

LKFs:	Linear	kinematic	features	in	sea	ice	leads.	

MERRA:	NASA	Modern-Era	Retrospective	Analysis	For	Research	And	Applications,	a	reanalysis	
product	

MSC:	Meteorological	Service	of	Canada	

NCAR	CCSM4,	NCAR	CESM1:	NCAR	Community	Climate	System	Model	4,	Community	Earth	System	
Model	1	

NCAR:	National	Center	for	Atmospheric	Research	

NEMO	ORCA1:	A	community	ocean	model	developed	within	the	NEMO	framework	in	Europe.	

NSERC:	Natural	Sciences	and	Engineering	Research	Council	of	Canada	

NSIDC:	U.S.	NOAA	National	Snow	and	Ice	Data	Center	

PCIC:	Pacific	Climate	Impacts	Consortium	

PPP:	Polar	Prediction	Project	

Project	(projection)	versus	predict	(prediction):	A	climate	projection	is	a	climate	model-based	
estimate	of	the	future	climate	state,	typically	under	a	specified	external	forcing,	but	not	accounting	
for	the	details	of	the	initial	state.	It	is	distinguished	from	a	forecast	or	prediction	which	is	an	
estimate	of	future	climate	states	under	a	specific	forcing	and	a	specified	initial	condition.		

SWE:	Snow-water	equivalent	

Taylor	(2001)	diagram:	Taylor	diagrams	such	as	those	found	in	the	right	columns	of	Figures	2	and	
3	provide	a	quick	way	to	simultaneously	the	agreement	of	a	field	variable	like	temperature	with	a	
target,	typically	an	observational	target.	The	diagram	shows	the	correlation	relative	to	target	
observations	(related	to	the	polar	angle	from	the	horizontal	axis)	and	the	standard	deviation	
relative	to	target	observations	(distance	from	the	origin).	The	observations	are	represented	with	a	
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black	dot	with	value	1	on	the	horizontal	axis.	

The	CanSISE	Network:	The	Canadian	Sea	Ice	and	Snow	Evolution	Network.	

WCRP:	World	Climate	Research	Program	

WWRP:	World	Weather	Research	Program	

YOPP: Year of Polar Prediction 
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